
00178606 "Fit Watch 5910" Smartwatch, GPS, Waterproof, Heart Rate, Calories, blk
Pulse/Sport Watch

Highlightstext:
- Smart watch and fitness tracker with integrated GPS to monitor and optimise physical functions for a healthy lifestyle and active sport
- You want to know exactly: display your exact route while jogging, cycling or hiking with the integrated GPS - no smartphone required
- Don't miss a message ever again: notifications via vibration alarm and display with message preview for WhatsApp, Facebook, SMS,
calls, e-mails and much more
- Whether in the rain or the pool: protection class IP68 means that the water-tight fitness tracker is suitable for all activities in and on water
- Swipe like on a smartphone: user-friendly, full-colour 1.3" Full Touch LCD display for a quick overview of all functions
- Jogging, swimming or yoga: choose from 14 types of sport and obtain an analysis based on your choice
- Keep an eye on your pulse 24 hours a day: continuous heart rate measurement even during periods of rest and sleep
- Sweet dreams or turning thoughts over in your head: with the sleep analysis function, know exactly how your deep sleep, dream and
waking phases are divided up
- With sound, everything runs better: Control music from the smartphone via the fitness watch, e.g. Start/Stop, next track and previous track
- Every droplet of sweat counts: the Fitness Watch automatically detects when you have been exercising for a long time and records this
directly after confirmation
- This is an app you can rely on: "Hama FIT Pro" is quality assurance-tested and every function has been extensively checked in Germany
- No more couch potato: the exercise reminder pushes you to new peak performances after a pre-set time
- A daily goal of 10,000 steps: using the step counter, accurately track how many steps you take in a day
- Sporting daily calorie balance: on the display, see how many calories you have burned in total and when you burned the most calories
- 6-day run time - one battery charge: record up to 6 days of activities with just one battery charge, and be ready for the next challenge after
just 2.5 hours of charging
- 8 types of sport can be stored on the sports watch
- Set sporting goals with the timer or stopwatch, e.g. 15 minutes of stair climbing or time the length of your sprint - it counts with the step
counter too
- Perfectly networked: in combination with Google Fit, Apple Health and Strava, get even more analyses for a healthy lifestyle
- The display brightness is adjustable so that it can be adapted to any lighting conditions
- The right display for everyone: choose from various display designs and the option to create your own background picture
- The display is activated by an upwards arm movement
- Be gently woken up with vibrations
- With the integrated weather forecaster, never let rain or snow catch you by surprise again
- Do not disturb mode so nothing distracts you - either during sport or at the office
- Locate a mislaid smartphone with the telephone search function
- The smartwatch that even helps you relax: when stress levels are high, carry out some breathing exercises and restore those feelings of
calm
- Tracking of the menstrual cycle - if necessary, the watch can calculate your next period, fertile phase, etc. and send you a reminder
- Convenient charging with Magnetic Charge - the charging cable supplied is connected to the smart watch via a magnet
- Special fitness strap, lightweight and pleasant to wear

- Additional Functions: Activity detection, Clock, Do not disturb Mode, Motion reminder, Music control, Notifications, Pedometer, Phone
Search, Relaxation mode, Sportmodi, Stopwatch, Timer, Uhr, Weather Display
- Display: 1,3“-LCD/Illuminated
- IP protection class: IP68 (protection against dust entry and permanent immersion)
- Material: Plastic (ABS), Plastic (TPU), Stainless Steel
- Measuring Function: Average heart rate, Calorie burning, Distance, Heart rate, SWOLF, Sleep, Speed, Tempo, Training time
- Special Feature: Waterproof

Technical characteristics:
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00178606 "Fit Watch 5910" Smartwatch, GPS, Waterproof, Heart Rate, Calories, blk
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- Type: Pulse / Sports Watch
- Height: 10 mm
- Length: 255 mm
- Weight: 35 g
- Width: 37 mm
- Battery Type: Lithium Polymer Battery
- Max. Battery Runtime: 6 Tage
- Number of Batteries: 1
- Bluetooth Version: 5.0
- Colour: Black
- Shade of colour: Black, Grey

- 1 "Fit Watch 5910" smart watch
- 1 USB charging cable
- 1 instruction manual

Delivery:

 4    047443    455895
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